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Reading

Waitress	 :	Hello! May I take your order?
Lucy	 :	Yes, please. 
Waitress	 :	What would you like to have?
Lucy	 : Is there a menu?
Waitress	 :  We have lentil soup, steak, grilled chicken, lasagna, mixed kebap, orange juice, ice 

cream and apple pie here.
Lucy	 :	Well, I’d like a steak.
Waitress	 : A steak? Well… The steak isn’t very good. How about grilled chicken?
Lucy	 :	Oh! Okay. 
Waitress	 : What would you like to drink?
Lucy	 :	I’d like orange juice, please.
Waitress	 : All right. Would you like to have a - - - - ?
Lucy	 : Yes. I’d like an ice cream, please.
Waitress	 : Chocolate or vanilla ice cream?
Lucy	 :	Vanilla, please.
Waitress	 : Are you sure? Chocolate ice cream is better than vanilla ice cream. 
Lucy	 : OK… I want chocolate ice cream. Thank you. Here! Take extra 5 dollars for your help.
Waitress	 : You are welcome.

Test

1. Which of the following is NOT in the menu of 
the restaurant?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 

2. Which of the following CANNOT be correct 
about Lucy’s personality?

A) She is tactful. B) She is kind.
C) She is generous. D) She is bad-tempered.

3. Which of the following completes the 
dialogue?

A) dessert B) main course
C) soup D) drink

4. Which of the following main courses did 
Lucy order?

A)   B) 

C)   D) 

5. Lucy likes the restaurant very much. She sends 
a message to her friends to invite them to eat 
with her. 

Which of the following can be the text 
message she sends?

A) Hi buddies! What would you like to have?
B) Hello mates! Are you busy tomorrow at 

12:00? How about going to the theatre?
C) Hi! I’m at the Luna Restaurant. Would you 

like to come? 
D) Hi! I’m stuffed. I’m going home. Would you 

like to come over to my house?
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Writing

EXERCISE	1A: Lucy’s friends replies her invitation to the Luna Restaurant. Read the information about them 
and write their messages:

1.	Drew:	Drew has a very important exam tomorrow. He wants to study all 
day. He doesn’t want to go out. So, he replies:

         .

2.	Sally:	Sally gets on well with Lucy. They are best friends. She wants to 
chat with her all day. Also, she is very hungry. So, she replies:

         .

EXERCISE	2A: Sally goes to the restaurant and they start chatting about their friends’ personalities. Look at 
the pictures and write about their friends’ personalities:

Vivian

      

      

Scarlett

      

      

EXERCISE	2B: Sally feels hungry and she orders lentil soup, lasagna and apple pie. Fill in the blanks in the 
conversation below:

Waitress: What would          to have?

Waitress:      else?

Sally:                            ____  

Sally: No, thanks. 

Suggested answer: I’m sorry but I can’t come over 
because I have a very important exam tomorrow.

Suggested answer: It sounds awesome! Thanks for 
inviting me. 

Vivian is helpful. Scarlett is aggressive/bad-tempered.

you like

Anything

I would like some lentil soup, a lasagna and an apple pie, please.


